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Weaving CD's
a mindful creative activity for children inspired by stories about how

feelings can be represented by colours. Create a weaving in response

to this, allowing the children to make choices about their colours at

the same time as making a weaving.



For more activities see www.tvclp.org

Support young artists

BE PART OF AN ART REVOLUTION

These creative activities is one of a series aimed to support the health and well being

of children.

Step 1

Cut slits in the circumference  of the CD.

You will need:

Scissors

Wool

Old CD

Needle 

Step 2

Cut a metre length of wool and thread

it onto the needle. Push the needle

through the centre of the CD and tie

the wool on to secure it. Continue to

thread the CD up as in the picture using

the slits to prevent to wool from

slipping.

Step 3

Thread different coloured wools onto

the threader. Weave them around the

wool already on the CD working in a

clockwise direction.



Step 4

Continue until your CD is as

colourful as you wish

Objectives (curriculum)

English

Year 1 - develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, vocabulary and understanding by:

listening to and discussing a wide range of poems, stories and non-fiction at a level beyond

that at which they can read independently being encouraged to link what they read or hear

read to their own experiences.

Year 2 - develop pleasure in reading, motivation to read, vocabulary and understanding by:

listening to, discussing and expressing views about a wide range of contemporary and

classic poetry, stories and non-fiction at a level beyond that at which they can read

independently.

Year 3 and 4 - develop positive attitudes to reading and understanding of what they read

by: listening to and discussing a wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-fiction and

reference books or textbooks

Year 5 and 6 - maintain positive attitudes to reading and understanding of what they read

by: continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of fiction, poetry, plays, non-

fiction and reference books or textbooks

PSHE

KS1 - about good and not so good feelings, a vocabulary to describe their feelings to others

and to develop simple strategies for managing feelings about change and loss and the

associated feelings (including moving home, losing toys, pets or friends)

KS2 - to deepen their understanding of good and not so good feelings, to extend their

vocabulary to enable them to explain both the range and intensity of their·      to recognise

that they may experience conflicting emotions and when they might need to listen to, or

overcome these

Books that explore feelings and link too colour.

KS1 - The colour monster by Anna llenas

The huge bag of worries by Virginia Ironside

Silly Billy by Anthony Browne

Silly Billy You Tube reading here https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=NLzYNgCqwnc•                Silly Billy You Tube Animation - animation by yr 5 school

children https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=edlIcEl1rAsBooks

KS2 What to do when you worry too much, by Dawn Huebner, Bonnie Matthews.



Famous artist link - Kaffe Fassett

(born 1937 as Frank Fassett) has resided in England since 1964. He lives with Brandon Mably:

his partner and studio manager. 

Kaffe is an American-born artist who is best known for his colourful designs in the decorative

arts—needlepoint, patchwork, knitting, painting and ceramics. While still a child, Fassett

renamed himself after an Egyptian boy character from the book Boy of the Pyramid by Ruth

Fosdick Jones.  In the late 1960s Fassett met the Scottish fashion designer Bill Gibb, they

were very close friends and design collaborators, with Fassett creating many of the

multicoloured, complex knitwear designs. 

His work attracts a considerable following. His work was the subject of a 1988 one-man

show at the Victoria & Albert Museum in London, the first time a living textile artist had such

a show there. The show toured nine countries. Fassett worked with colour and design in

many textile arts. He designed quilts, fabric, stage sets, and costumes for the Royal

Shakespeare Company, while staying engaged in making rag rugs, knitting, tapestries, and

mosaics. He is a fabric designer for Rowan Patchwork and Quilting and the primary knitwear

designer for Rowan Yarns.

He is an Author of more than 30 books;  concentrating on teaching the colour and design

stages of craftwork rather than the construction stage. In addition to books, he has hosted

craft-related television and radio programmes for the BBC and Channel 4, including his own

show, Glorious Colour. In 2013, Fassett , 1988 exhibition at the Victoria & Albert Museum

with 'Kaffe Fassett - A Life in Colour' at the Fashion and Textile Museum in London. The

exhibit features over 100 works including nine foot wide knitwear and throws, patchwork

quilts, as well as items never before seen in the public eye. He  even designed a tactile

installation for visitors to touch so that they would get a better understanding of the

structure behind his work.

Img: Kaffefaccett.com



Local artist link - Saltburn Yarnbombers - Guerilla Knitters

Saltburn's mystery “yarnbombers” have spun their latest creation – this time celebrating all

things Yorkshire. The town’s pier has been covered with knitted figures, landmarks and

phrases linked to the much-loved county.The enigmatic knitters working through the night to

bring them to life in a magnificent display.The creations include pots of famous Yorkshire

tea and cakes, Wallace and his loyal dog, Gromit and the phrase “chuffed to bits and “it’ll

be reet.”The yarnbombing craze on Teesside, which had included Olympic and Alice in

Wonderland-themed knitted characters as well the Queen’s Jubilee celebration on the

pier.The display stretches over 40 meters along the pier railings and some of the pieces

have QR codes attached so visitors can scan them for further information.
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